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COURT UPHOLDS NORTH DAKOTA 
NURSING EDUCATION RULES 
The North Dakota Supreme Court has affirmed the legal authority of 
the state's Board of Nursing to set standards for nursing education. This 
decision validates North Dakota's historic move to become the first state to 
standardize educational requirements for two levels of nursing practice. North 
Dakota earned this distinction in 1986 when the Board of Nursing adopted 
revised rules requiring nursing education programs operating after January 1, 
1987 to offer a curriculum leading to the bachelor of science in nursing for 
R.N. licensure and the associate degree for L.P.N. licensure. 
Chief Justice Ralph Erickstad wrote in the unanimous decision, "We 
take cognizance of the fact that medical science in general is advancing at a 
very rapid rate and, accordingly, knowledge that the members of the nursing 
profession must have to render quality nursing services in matters of life and 
death is also likewise increasing. This justifies the delegation of standard 
setting. It would be difficult, if not impossible, for the legislature to 
establish more definitive standards with the flexibility necessary to keep 
abreast of the developments of medical science." 
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American Nurses' Association President Margretta M. Styles, Ed.D., 
R.N., F.A.A.N., praised the state Supreme Court's decision, describing it 
as a landmark in nursing's progress toward changes that must be made to 
meet the health care needs of the public. "The state Supreme Court decision 
reflects the growing public recognition of nursing's vital role in the changing, 
complex health care delivery system," she said. 
On January 16, 1986, the North Dakota Board of Nursing voted 
unanimously to adopt a revision of its rules. A lawsuit was filed in March 1986 
by two hospitals operating diploma schools of nursing, charging that the board 
had exceeded its legal authority by setting standards for nursing education. 
During litigation, an injunction prevented the Board of Nursing from implementin~~ 
the new standards. The Supreme Court's January 9, 1987 ruling allows the 
new standards to go into effect immediately. 
The regulations apply only to those students enrolled in nursing 
education programs in North Dakota after January 1, 1987 with no effect on 
nursing students enrolled prior to that date. Nurses already licensed are 
not affected by the change. 
"All of ANA's 53 constituent state nurses' associations support the 
profession's goals for the future of nursing education," said Styles. "North 
Dakota is the first state to prove that our goals will become reality. It is 
not only our prerogative, but our responsibility, to ensure the public's 
health care needs are met through appi"'opriate upgrading of nursing's 
educational standards." 
The American Nurses' Association is the professional association 
representing the nation's 1. 9 million registered nurses. 
(011687) 
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The New York State Nurses Association 
1985 Proposal: Who Needs It?. 
Andrew K. Dolan, Unfrersity of Washington 
I l Abstnsct. Jn 1974 the New York State Nuri;es Association passed a resolution 
ti requiring the bachelors in nursing degree as. a condition for Registered Nurse 
t licensure by the year 1985. This paper critically examines Che rationale of chis 
proposal as set out by the Associa1ion and other supporteri;, and offers an alternate 
mode of evaluating proposals for stricter requirements for professional Ii censure. 
The three relevant issues to be explored in each case are: whether there is a 
proven connection between the proposed requirement and quality of care; what the 
cost of 1he change woold be both in terms of cosl of compliance with the new 
lj reqviremcnt and its impact on the supply of practitioners; and what impact the new requirement will have on accessibilily 10 the profession. particularly for historically 
. , disadvantaged groups. 
· Only tentative answers to these questions are offered; the burden of proof is on 
f lhe proposal's proponents to demonstrate that the requirement will improve the 
t status quo in a cost-effective fashion. However. it is shown that on !he basis of 
available information. the proposal .. fails .. all three of the suggested crileria. 
Less costly mechanisms for improving the quality of license holders are 
recommended such as tougher and more relevant examina1ion procedures. more 
rigorous accrcditalion of schools and more active post-licem,ing review. Output 
variables arc preferable to input variable!> for in~uring quality of care. In short, 
it is questionable whether professionals should be able tu set 1:nb au .. r r,;;quircmenls 
to their professions '11.ithout vigorous public evaluation of those requirements. 
There are three ways I ro satisfy the educational requirements for 
Registered Nurse (RN) licensure. A prospective nurse can attend a 
tw~year community college nursing program leading_ to an Associate of 
Arts degree {AA); or a three-year hospital-connected nursing school, 
which will grant a nonacademic degree (diploma); or a four-year hac-
caiaureate nursing program leading to a Bachelor of Nursing Science 
degree (BSN). 
The 11u1h,1r wi~hr:, h> 1hanl. A. Bcnyl.a,. Diana P.kKcnz.,e. am! Shirley McGinni, wh<> 
a,~i~tell m lhc complclilln 1.1f lhi, :.criick, 
Dolan • New· York State Nurses Association .509 
There is an interesting history behind this 1hree-1iered system.: There is 
also a long history of opposition to it in ce11ain sectors of nursing 
leadership. pressing for the adoption of a single baccalaureate path to RN 
Jicensure:3 This at1icle addresses the latest of these effom •. 
In 1974 the New York State Nurses Association proposed a change in the 
state Jaw which would require a BSN as a condition for licensure as a 
registered nurse. 4 Graduates of associat.! degree programs would qualify 
for the equivalent of practical nurse licensure. Hospital-based diploma 
programs and traditional practical nurse programs would cease to have any 
relevance to nursing licensure. The target date for implementation was set 
for 1985. Nurses licensed previously and those in the educational pipeline 
at that time would be licensed under the old Jaw. 
In effect, the proposal called for across-the-board increments in educa-
tional requirements for nursing licensure. In an earlier day, when bigger 
was equated with better with regard to education, and when professionals 
were thought to be appropriate custodians of professional standards, such a 
proposal might have been received with deference and perhaps some 
enthusiasm. The legislative response, however. has been consistently 
negative. Times have changed, and lengthy formal educational require-
ments and professional control of the professions are now suspect ideas. 
The 1985 proposal provides a convenient point of reference for an 
analysis of both ideas. The analysis begins with a sketch of how to evaluate 
calls for new educational requirements for entry into the health profes-
sions. 
Anigning du burden of proof 
Generally, those seeking to change the status quo are charged \',ith the 
responsibility of proving that the change will be an improvemenr and thar 
the improvement will be worth the costs. However, professions have 
tended to claim exemption from Ibis rule. Contending that mailer:. 
pertaining to their professions are 100 complicated for nonmembers (in or 
out of legislatures) to understand, they have said that their imprimatllr 
should be enough at least to shift theburder. of proof to detractors, if nor to 
carry the legislative day. To a greater or lesser extent. some male-
dominated professions have managed to have their -w-ay on many profes-
sional issues. The nursing ·profession has never been granted such a 
prerogative. despite persistently claiming iL That this is the result 
of discrimination based oo sex and class cannot be denied. However. 
this does not alter the fact that no group should have the power to dedde 
what is in the public interest when its own self-interest is involved. It is. 
therefore appropriate to shift the burden of proof to the proponents of the 
1985 proposal, and to examine the evidence submitted by them. 
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The current breakdown of graduates of RN schools is as follows for 
1974-7S:H 
No. Percent of Total 
Baccalaureate 20.241 27.2 
Associate 32.622 43.8 
Diploma 2 I .b73 29.1 
One study projecting results as of 1981 found the following range: .. 
No. Percent of Total 
Baccalaureate 18.S00--22,100 28.1-28.9 
Associate 29,IJ00--36.200 45.4-47 .3 
Diploma 17.500-18.:?00 26.6-23.8 
Another study projecting 198S figures arrived at the following range: 17 
No. Percent of Total 
Baccalaureate 28.30S-3S.412 30.1-38.6 
Associate 44.349-49.479 48.4-47.6 
Dipoma 19,000-19,000 20.7-18.3 
Using a linear regression formula for the existing 1965-1975 National 
League for Nursing (NLN) data, one derives the follo~ng estimates for 
1985:11 
Baccalaureate 
Asaociate 
Diploma 
No. 
30,834 
61.652 
13,232 
Percent of Total 
29.2 
58.3 
12.5 
l. Thr :suppiy of nursrs. Under the proposal. the study of RN swill be the 
number of previously licensed nurses, those in the educational pipeline as 
of HISS, and future licensed araduates of accredited baccalaurcare pro-
grams. 
Nurses do not remain in the labor force as long as other vocational 
cohorts. at1d therefore the industry is more dependent on new graduates 
than other sroups. such as physicians. This mrans that a decrease in the 
number of yearly graduates (incrementaJ supply)after 1985 will be: fell more 
rapidly than would a proponional decrease: in other fields. 
In gross terms, the incremental supply (IS) of nurses Is a function of rhrff 
factors: I. the number of graduates of approved prOll'llms (0); 2. the pass 
rate on licensing CKamination (PR); and 3. the participMlion rare in 1he labor 
force: oflicensc:d grauuates (PRLF). Expressed a~ an c:qua1ion, we may say: 
IS • (O)<PR)(PRLF) 
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Given the three current educational roads to nursing, a more detailed · 
expression would be as follows (with B signifying baccalaureate progr~s; -
A, associate; and D, diploma): 
IS= (BG)(BPR)(BPRLF) + (AG)(APR)(APRLF) + (DG~DPR)(DPRLF) 
Under the 1985 proposal, the new incremental supply formulas will be: 
RN IS = (i3G)(BPR}(BPRLF) 
LPN IS = (AO )(APR)(APRLF)111 
In order to evaluate the impact of the 1985 proposal, one must project 
current trends into the future-always an uncenain undertaking. Yet there 
are enough data available to support some confident estimates. 70 Of course, 
if the 198S proposal is passed, the ceteris paribus quality or the projections 
wi!I altered somewhat. These last numbers have probably exaggerated 
ex1stmg trends because the last few years have revealed a flattening of all 
curves. (See Figures I and 2 below.)71 
The only point of real controversy is whether the three programs will 
maintain their current perc:c:nrages of the total graduates over time. 
Obviously. a major determinant of that will be costs-especially the 
relative costs of the three programs. This issue will be cover~. below. 
The data above reveal that graduates of baccalaureate programs will 
represent about 30 percent of the total RN graduates in 1985. Therefore, if 
the 1985 proposal caught .on nationaUy or in many of the more populous 
states. the pool of those eligible for RN licensing would be decreased by 70 
percent! , 
Similar projections for graduates o( accredited LPN propams put the 
pool or eligibles in 1985 at about 75.323. 11 The 198.S proposal will substitute 
associate degree graduates (predicted to number between 44,349 and 
61,652) rec;ulting in a reduction in th-e pool of eligibles of between 18.1 and 
41.1 percent. · 
The reduction in the total pool of nuning elisibles would be between -40. 9 
and 58 percent. Again, these numbers arc for lbe incremental supply of 
nurses and assume that current trends will continue until 1985. This may 
not be the case: even so we can confidently predict a dramatic decrease in 
the supply of nursing eligibles within five years of the 1985 proposal•s t1111e1 
date. 
<•) Stat~ licrnsllr~ ~xarn pa:rs rar,s. The pool or eligibles lajus1 that--u 
pool of eligibles. Ber ore these eli&iblcs become nunes. they must pau 1 
state licensing examination. Proponents of the 1985 proposal can rake some 
cornfon in the followina pass rates, as or 1968:" 
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in smaller percentages than diploma graduates. The precise impact of the 
parMime phenomenon is difficult to determine because the data do not 
reveal how part-time those nurses are. 
Therefore it can be conciuded with some confidence that baccalaureate 
graduates spend less time in nursing service than associate or diploma 
graduates. If this is to be challenged, hard data refuting the circumstantial 
evidence given above would be needed. 74 
It might be argued that baccalaureate degree-holders will remain in the 
labor force longer than they have in the past because under the 1985 
proposal the status of the job will be enhanced. This would be an interesting 
admission for the light it sheds on the motives of those pushing the 1985 
propow. Nonetheless, the evidence suggests that the labor force participa-
tion rate has more to do with personal characteristics and the role of women 
in society than with characteristics of the job. 
Altman's work demonstrates the central importance of marital status in 
this connection. He postulates that the participation equation involves 
salary on tbe job, spousal salary, and the like. 11 It follows that a modest 
increase in status £iDd wages would affect but not control the nurse's 
decision to remain employed. Sloan's extensive study of determinants of 
labor force participation confinns that the social position of nurses is at 
least as important as job characteristics and probably more so. •0 Jones ct 
al. investigated the question and discovered that job characteristics 
influenced the decision of how much time to work (e.g .. part-time versus 
full-time) but were relatively insignificant factors in determining whether to 
work or 001;11 
Lastly, the Knopf study confirms the importance of spousal income and 
related matters in determining nurse participation. Only one percent of 
baccalaureate graduates who had dropped out five years after graduation 
cited loss of interest in nursing as the principal reason. 11 This study goes on 
to show that drop-out rates are positively correlated with social status of 
spouse, and we can safely assume that baccalaureate graduates marry 
funher up the social ladder than associate and diploma graduates. This 
would tend to explain why more BSN nurses drop out. 
This evidence as a whole sustains the inference that women nurses often 
allow their work habits to be affected by their spouses• incomes, No doubt 
as women's perceptions of their social roles change and as economic times 
act harder, drop-out rates will chanae across the board. Whether they will 
-::h<\ngc more dramatically for BSN gntduates remains to be seen. 
l. Cos1s of nursing education. Both students and the pubhc conlnbute 
10 the training costs of nurses. Each of the pathways to RN and LPN° 
entails different costs and connections among sources of funding. Remark-
ably, nursing has shown little interest in analyzing the costs of its training 
programs. 
The issue of costs would impinge on a 1985-like proposal in at least t . 
ways. First, the decision to adopt a unitary path to licensure wilt in\!41., 
more or Jess expenditure, depending on the relative cost of the prograr. 
chosen. Second, assuming the desirability of having only one path, th, 
choice of the path shouJd be influenced by costs. There is no evidence Iha 
it is. 
Determining the costs of the three programs is difficult. A study is m 
sooner completed than it is attacked for methodological deficiencies. N, 
major inquiry has yet been acceptable to nursing, and nurses concede the 
know little about the costs of their educations.'" However, this hu r 
prevented them from recommending sweeping changes. 
While economists might see the matter differently, in terms of contril 
tions to nursing service there would seem to be five components involved , 
estimating the costs of the three programs: 
l. annual cost per student per program tinies the number of years of 
each program; 
2. number of student yea.rs .. wasted" be<:ause students fail to ·con· 
plete the program or achieve licensure; 
3. the number of yean of nursing service each program generates per 
student; 
4. opportunity costs incurred because of the .differing lefl8tbs of th! 
programs; 
5. differential pay rates for graduates by program as an index of th. 
differential value of their services. . 
Not all of these can be measured very well, pven available informatior 
(a) Costs of training stMd~nts. There are two recent sources on the cv 
of training, broken down by type of prop-am. A 1975 NLN study quoti•, 
recent effort to compute the costs per year per program. 11 The entire ,· 
per program was computed simply by multiplying the costs per· year b)' 1 
average length of the program: associate, two x $2,590 = $5,180; diplon 
three x $4,345 = $13,035; and baccalaureate, four x $3,411 = $13,6-. 
The Institute of Medicine did a study of the costs of most ht 
education programs for the 1972-73 academic year" and arrived at co" 
SI0,016 for baccalaureate, $3.330 for associate and $9,903 for dir 
programs. 
Despite the disparity in dollar amounts (perhaps partially explaine, 
inflation), the nuwna and proportions are clearly about the same in i · 
studies. However, the Institute also computed the net education ellper· 
ture. wh1cll 1s tne co11t pclr )'c.u minu~ ;cver::.:es generated by rescan· .. 
clinical services provided by Jbe school. lbe.se fi,ures-$9,848 for r 
calaureate, S3 ,330 for associate, and $4,566 for diploma propams-rep· 
sent the costs to society for the education alone, which are more aprr"r· · 
for our purposes. 17 
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multiplied lhe wasted years by the (average) cost for the program in 
question. Associate students can waste two years; diploma students, three 
years; and baccalaureate studen1s, four years. 
As to failure rates on licensur~ exams. to know the number of wasted 
years we need only know what kind of program the unfortunate candidate 
graduated from. I~ terms of dollars. the disparity is even greater, as was 
demonstraled earher. The rates have been summarized elsewhere and 
should be reexamined here. 1n 
. (c) Nurse force _partiC'ipatiun rates. The same principle applied to 
hce_nsure :,xa~ failure rate~ applies here and those rates should be 
rev1ew~d .. 111s almost certam that the baccalaureate program is the most 
expensive m terms of years of service obtained per dollar spent. 
(d) Opportunit:v costs based on length of programs. A young person 
faced w11h choosing a nursing program must consider when he or she will 
ente~ the la~r force and begin lo regain the expenses and lost t:arnings 
ent~ded by gom~ to school .. Similarly. socit:IY loses lhe services of students 
while _they matnculale. Thts dual loss is grealt:r for diploma students than 
associate students. and greater for baccalaureate students than for either of 
the others. 
(~) Pa~· differentials. Economists would say that if baccalaureate 
gradu_atcs wc~c c?nsistenlly paid more than other graduates, the losses 
dcscnbed until 1h1s point would be recouped. 
The
11
1at~ ccrta}nly suppo~ the observation that BSN nurses are paid 
more. It 1s possible. but unhkely. that even a sizable portion of the cost's 
may be made up in this way. What is more, a large portion of this can be 
accounted fo~ by the ~isproportionate number of baccalaureate nurses who 
go ant? the high-paying. non-bedside nursing jobs.»~ If the 1985 proposal 
~ere implemented, baccalaureate graduares would share the low-paying 
Jobs as well. 
No ex.act price tag can be put on the 1985 proposal's implementation. We 
have no idea whal the demand side of the nursing market will look like in 1he 
1980s. nor can we guess at the substitutabilily situation (nursing tasks 
performed ~y non-RNs). However, the circumstantial evidence suggests 
the costs wall be substantial-perhaps twice what they would be otherwise. 
Is rhe benefit from the chanize wonh its probablt: costs'? In lieu of a 
demonstrable benefit, the ans\1/er mu'.:it be no-at least for now. 
Actessibilily of nursini a.s a vocation 
This issue ~an be dealt wich more swiftly rhan the others. There will be 
fi:wcr places ~n schools who~e degrees qualify the holder to sit for RN 
hcensure. lt will cost more to go through a four-year baccalaureate program 
than to go lhrough one of lhe others, in terms of both ruilion and 
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Dolan • New York Slate Nurses Association 
opportunity. These costs are not evenly distributed across the pop.;iati~; 
and ~e can confidently expect the usual ethnic and class distortions to limi, 
RN hcensure to a mostly upper-middle-class, white population." 
• More could be said, bu~ it i~ uri~ccessary. Sectors of nursing leadershir 
m ~everal states ar~ cons1~cnng a proposal whose impact on health care 
delivery would be mcreds~ly _c~stly and whose impact on nursing as a 
career would be largely d1scnmmatory. It is imperative that state Jegis-
lat.ors sh?w more fi~elity lo the public interest than do nursing leaders and 
reJect this destructive and extravagant proposal. 
Notn 
I. In a few jurisdicli(_lns, the!e is a founb. ''?e Clllernal dqree. See Carrie B. Lenbu , .. The 
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Simms, p. 932. 
64. See sources cited in notes 23-27. 
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66. SourctBoolc, pp. 221,223. 
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68. Sec note 49. 
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N.L.N. 1976-77," Nursi11g Oullook 24 (July 1976J: 450-53; "Oiploma Programs in 
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for Nur.;ing, 1976," Nursing Outlook 24 (Februi11y 1976): l 19-20. 
71. Ibid. 
72. Ibid. 
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77. Altman, pp. 109-10. 
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Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, 1975), pp. 1-9. 
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Community Mental Health Centers: -
Politics and Therapy 
Richard Rumer, Duke University 
-
Abstrocl. This paper traces the development of theory and public awareness of 
mental health from 1900 to 1960, with panicular stress on the rise of social 
psychiatric models and the impact of events in and around World War Two. The 
federal legislative history of the Community McntaJ Health Center (CMHC) 
program through 1976 is then outlined with regard to particular social problems 
(e.g., alcoholism) and to domestic politics as they influenced the program's 
regulations and mandates. A brief critique of the CMHC program from both 
viewpoints follows, with emphasis on poor administration, lack of community 
control, and poor evaluation and accountability. This is the basis ofan argument 
for a more egalitarian. explicitly political viewpoint and methodology as a start 
toward solving problems that chronically afflict the mental health system. 
I. Introduction 
With the advent. of community mental health centers (CMHC) in lhe 
1960s. mental health policy moved decisively into the public sector. The 
heightened public consciousness of mental health care that had helped 
foster CMHCs was in turn increased by these centers' impact in the 
community. Federal and state funding of these CMHCs strengthened the 
public's claim on what had been the sole domain of professionals. 
Rcgula1iom. governing 1he use of funds gave legislators significant input 
into and control over mental health policy. 
Yet the determination of mental health policy remained a concern or 
mental health professionals. and thus the developmen1 of CMHCs also 
reflects the evolution of mental health theory--fo particular, the decline,,. 
!he medicul-clinkal model and the rise of the post-Rogerian sociiA, 
ps~chiatric model. 
llm paper t1ri11111ared :,s an indqw:ndenl study <:un~ucirli um.Irr Dr. William ~eva.n al Du~, 
l!nive1~i1i, ,luri11111975-76. The aulhDr° thanks Dr. Ot~an ond also Baibara ~c1m1ein Rume 
Elain~ nur~id. Deborah Stone, Nancy Roche. anJ Waud4 Wallai:c_. A sp,:c11&1 thanks.soc, 
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Identity: 
In 1974, the New York State Nurses Associ• 
ation (NYSNA) proposed that NY State·s nursing 
act be amended to limit the equ.ivalent of Regis· 
tered Nurse (RN) licen~-ure to graduates of bac• 
calauceate nursing programs. 'Graduates of as 
sociate degree (two-year) programs would qualify 
for the equivalent of Licensed . Practical Nurse 
(LPN) licensure. Graduates of hospital based 
diploma programs would be downgraded to 
traditional LPN !icensures and tcdditional LPN 
pso~ams: would no longer qualify for any nursing 
license, although graduates could presumedly work 
as nurses' aides. Because the amendment would 
take effect in 1985, it has become known as the 
1985 Proposal. (See also Health/PAC BULLETIN, 
September/October 1977, and January/February 
1978). 
In spite of the fact that the NY Stiite legis-
lature has shown little ,sympathy towards their 
proposal apparently preferring new paraprofes-
sions to new roles for nurses: and despite the fact 
th,H other public bodies and even signific.:int sec• 
tors or their own membership have rejected this 
strategy for nearly fifty years, the NYSNA con-
tinues: to persevere. Recent efforts to cosmeti:ally 
change the face of the proposal have been for 
nought and the amendment now seems virtually 
de.id. 
But nursing leaders refuse to accept defeat, 
n,fuse to reconsider their strategy and, in fact. the 
NYSNA board reaffirmed as late as 1977 that: 
.. The board believes that the major impedir.,ent 
to recognition of nursing as a profession, act·ept-
ance of nurses as professional practitioners, and 
~-upport for nursing care services is the failure, to 
date, to establish an appropriate standard for 
entry into nursing. We must clarify: 'who is the 
nurse? And who are the other,?' " (Emphasis in 
the original) 
Nursing's leaders h.lve pur~11ed professi,,nal 
~t.uu~ and bdccalaureate education as .i condition 
:·or ,mtry for 50 yedrs. On firi1t glance, this appears 
.a., e:mnemly reasonable reque~t. Surely. the BSN 
.as a mmimum level of preparation is not too much 
for nursing to ask. But the idea h,1s remained elu-
sive. Rank-and-file nurses have repeat.edly resi;;ted 
a proposal that. is, .after all, premised on their own 
-
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incompetence. Elite nur.;es, mednwhile, have uever 
been able to agree on a sen:.ible way of ensuring 
their elite :.tatus, particularly with phy5fcians' 
assistants moving into their turf And state legis-
latures, faced with these and otht,r conflicts. have 
been content to continue denying nurses control 
over access. to their own profession. 
The pui:swt of ·professional status has con-
sumed the time of many occupJtions. Although 
invariably couched in teons of insulating the pub-
lic from incompetent or unscrupulouli practi-
tioners, most observers see economic self.improve-
ment as tho? major motivating force behind s-uch 
efforts. (It is noteworthy that no professional law 
for nur..es has ever been sought by the public.} 
The economic benefits of licensure (the lcgJJ 
stamp of professional status) inhere in two phen-
omena: I) Access to the profession and the right 
to practice the trade is restricted and invariably 
made more difficult and expen_sive. This dcpn:s 
ses supply. 2) The professional status implies to 
the public a consistently high level of qu,llity ,md 
more than likely stimulates their desire fo1 ser-
vices. This· increases demand. Lowered i.~ipply 
and increased demand translates into highet 
prices. 
Substantial battles have bet:n fought about 
whether particular groups are p1ofessions. Nurs-
ing has been no exception. Eli Ginzberg, the econ-
omist who chaired one of the m,my nursing study 
committees. offered the observation that nursing 
wiis not a p1ofession and would not L>e until it 
put ·•alJ of I its I nursing programs undt:r the dircc 
tion of colleges and universities," thereby creating 
a small number (about 70,000) of elite nurses 
with professional status. Ginzberg candit.lly 
concedes that the real issue is income: professional 
pay depends on professional status and pro-
fessional status depends on better exdusion.ny 
mechanisms. 
Nurses' leaders are plainly ambivalent about 
wch utterances. On the orse hand. they want to 
motivate their members to push for bJccalaur-
eate training in order to achieve profel>liional 
status. Some obseivers of the nuhing scene tend 
to confirm that the 1985 Propo:.-il. or soml'tl,in'J 
like ir, is a precondition !,,, JlMfossk,11.,J st,,tus 
On the other hand, many e:r ,use the bt!lief that 
nurses are already p.rofessio,, 
Oppooenu of th, u.:,.; . : ,1rac-teri:!.ed by 
20 many nursing leaders as piuli;11., .. -s ,;eeking to p10-
tect the inferior programs they represent, or "prac-
ticing nurses with less adequate pre~ration to 
cope with present-day demands on the profes-
sion." ( l} The tendency af nursing leaders to slan-
der the bottom 1;0 percent of the profession in 
order to pu:.h the 1985 Proposal and its predeces-
Conlrollln9 entry lnlo the profession 
hu been a major part of nunlng 
leaden' 1lralegy lo gain stahu and 
power 
sors is alarmingly commonplace and perhaps, 
in JJart, accounts for rank-and-file hostility to 
nursing leadership's efforts. 
Putting aside que~11on.s of professional sta-
ture, lawyers define the two components of pro-
fe5:;ional status as follows: 1) Is there an identi-
fiable scope of practice which all non-licensed 
personnel c:an be excluded from perfonning for 
money? 2) ls the control over access to licensure 
held by those in the profession? 
Nursing le.iders have identified their goal in 
ter,;m of the second component. They feel that 
their in,1bility to restrict 1he number of people 
eligible to take the licensing exam has led to a 
glut on the market. Of course, phrasing the is-
sues in those terms would be inelegant. and they 
have used as a proxy the question of which class 
of schools to accept graduates from. The hypoc-
risy or this theme is easilv demonstrated by the 
fact that they do not urge stiffening accreditation 
or passing grades on licemure exams (never mind 
post-licensure scrutiny) because neither of these 
gambits can be guaranteed to work solely to the 
benefit of baccalaureate g,.irluates. 
The other component identifiable scope of 
prac:tice--is dbo a problem, although most seem 
lv have only dimly perceived it. Most nursing 
scope-of-practice sections define nursing in tenns 
of general mechani:,m:; equally applicable to 
medicine (i.e. diayno~is, treatment, etc.) In 
fact, there is not a single ··nursing" procedure 
that cannot legally be performed by physicians. 
The recem advent of physicians'. assistants adds 
,10orher group which can lay claim to a variety 
... t "nur:.ing" acti.. 
... 
There appears to be no way out of thu; tlX 
for nurses. Unlike dentists and podiatrists, they 
have no area of the body to call their own. Even 
if they did, they would be more like podiatrists, 
whci "share" it with other physicians, than den-
tists. Nor are they like chiropractors and thera-
pists who have identifiable functions which they 
share with physicians {at the latte(s option). At 
least these groups have been able to exclude all 
nonphysicians from that therapeutlc turf. 
The only turf nurses can claim, however, is 
in tenns of institutional hierarchy, not any kind of 
functional differentiation. Nurses are the tradi-
tional generalists providing care within hospitals. 
public: health agencies, nursing homes, schools, 
etc. (Even in those areas, there are historic and 
recent conflicts with LPNs and nurses' aides). Re-
cognizing this, the 1985 Proposal distinguishes be-
tweeen professional and non-ptofessional nurses 
not on the basis of function (which would prob-
ably be impossible) but on institutional roles: non-
professional nurses will take orders from pro-
fessional ones. Similarly, conflicts with physicians 
will be resolved administratively, not legally 
under unauthorized practice suits. 
Nurses have, in effect, a closed-shop arrange-
ment and not a profession. To put the matter 
another way, their monopoly is enforced insti-
The real issue is income: 
professional pay depenu on pro-
fessional status and professional 
status depends on better 
exdaslonary mechanisms 
tutionally, not legally. While it is true that fr~e-
standing nurse practitioners could not be charac-
terized this way, they do, on the other hand, sh,1re 
functions with physicians and physicians' assist-
ants {and perhaps others). 
Expanding nursing's scope of practice to in-
clude psychological, educational, or sodal work 
tasks as is the current vogue would not help mat-
ters. Rather it would further dilute the '•ex-
clusiveness" of nursing's scope of practice, as 
workers in those fields will then be performing 
"nursing functions." 
One possible approach might be to list all 
functions a nurse could perform, and li£t every-
one else who could also perform them. This would 
mi!ke nursing functions more exclusive but hdrd-
ly totally so. For example, it is unlikely that any 
legislature would prohibit all others from doing 
catherizations, hlood pressures and the like. More 
to the point, such deliberate delineation may liter-
ally be impossible, although it is being attempted 
in part by defming lawful activities of nurse 
practitioners. 
The fact is inescapable: nursing is mec!icine. 
As such, it is hard-pressed to defme an exclusive 
scope or practice and seems unlikely to be able 
to achieve such a goal in the future. 
One author noted that the education and 
training of nurses and physicians was about 
the same at the tum of the century. However, 
there was. and still is, a difference in the reLtive 
powe1 of the two groups and it is this fact which 
created the dilemma for nurses: " ... they were 
not th<?ir I phy:.icians' f equdls in the political and 
economic spheres of human activity. or in innu-
-ence <>n the public, and it was this lack of e-
quality that would shape their development 
far mo.-e than their professional ideals." (2} 
The Profeuloaal Leaden 
It is important to recognize that professions are 
not unified wholes. Like other American institu-
tions, th!'!Y are organized in a hierarchical fashion 
with ,?lites and non-elites. Further, the benefits of 
professional status are not distributed evenly 
among the layers of practitioners nor exclusively 
with the profession. Therefore. the quest for pro-
fessional status by the leaders of a vocation must 
also l:e seen as a quest for status and power over 
the vocation's members: " ... this poJicy has been 
attrdc ive to leaders of nursing associations. teach-
ers in nursing schools. some nursing officials in 
government, and others whose responsibilities, 
prestige, and other satisfactions, would be magni-
fied l•y an increase in the collective status of 
IlUhing." (3) 
Controlling entry into the profession has been a 
major part of nursing leaders' strategy ::, gain 
status ,1nd power_ One approach has been to tcy 
to gah control over licensing boanh.. Thu; has 
proved, until now, to be a losing battle. 
A St..'COnd, equally valid apprcach is to attempt 
to gain hegemony over nursing schools. 1f all 
schools are controll~ by one class of nurses, these 21 
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nu~ will affect the numbers and types of per• 
som who becom2 nurses with a force equal to the 
licensin~ boanls themselves. If the 1985 Propo:.al 
were to pass, the number of a::hools who would 
qualify for the equivalent of RN licensure would 
drop dramatic.uly. With the BSN program consoli-
dating its oligopoly, BSN e!Clucators would become 
nursing czars in the same fashion that medical 
!!iChool deans currently exert dominance far be-
yond the borders o"f thei.r schools. The public is 
correct to worry about exactly what the National 
Commission for the Study of Nursing and Nurs-
ing Education meant in 1970 when it said that 
"to meet fuUy ilS obligations both to its members 
and society a health professional association must 
have final responsibility !or the admission of its 
members." 
In short, nursing leadership's pursuit of profes-
sional status is a pursuit of power for themsdves. 
One source characterized this phenomenon in 
this way: "Academicians have long been dccused 
of a tendency towards building bigger aml big• 
ger problems designed to produce more like-
n~ of themselves rather thdJI what the market 
wants." {4) 
Graduates of baccalaureate programs, mean-
while, are widely touted as the new nmsing 
leaders. To the outsider, this looks like Dale 
Carnegie drivel. Upon dose reading, however, it 
becomes clear that by nursing leaders is meant 
nursing bosses. The "leadership" they spe<1k oi 
is not premised on personal qualities and expertise, 
but rather on the institutional ba~s of super-
visor and supeivised, boss and worker. 
Nursing leaders' coverup of this authorization 
relationship with the phr.ire •·nursing leadership" 
Haning leadenhip's pursuit of 
profeaional stahls is a punuit of 
power for the1111elves ... Nanlng 
leaden have pursued their own self• 
hdeust with a maglemlnded.n8S5 
Ill.al would bring a blush lo even the 
.Dl&'s adlectlve cheek 
is characteristic of their virtual inability to :.1>eJk 
plainly. Read between the Imes of the following 
excerpt, which attempts to put the prop, .. sed 
nature of the BSN-AD relationship as nicely as 
possible: "The AD graduate -uses basic nursing 
knowledge . . . in planning and· giv'i-ng direct 
nursing care in impervised settings .... The BS 
graduate, on the other hand, provides leadership 
in the delivery of direct and indirect nursing 
care. By indirect nursing care, we mean that the 
nurse works with and through other people in 
order to achieve nursing goals and monitors 
nursing activities of others. We define leadership 
as influencing the actions of others." (5) This 
article continues disingenuously to note that such 
leadership is to be based on "nursing knowledge," 
neglecting to note that its red! basis is institution-
al hierarchy. Similarly the 1985 Proposal will 
command all institutions to put BSN nurses in 
charge of AD nurses. 
One could go on about the snobbery and 
pomposity of nursing's "!eJders." But the non· 
nursing reader is inste.id 1cferred to their own 
writings, which testify more eloquently than any 
analysis to the tenor of this "leadership," should 
any legislature be foolish enough to compel it 
by legislat:on. 
While there are many reasons for nurses to 
fear legalization of the current nursing leader-
ship's authority, the public should also be ap• 
The only turf nurses can claim is In 
terms of Institutional hierarchy, not 
any kind of functional differellliatlon 
prehensive. Of course, it should naturally be wary 
of pomposity and hypocrisy in high places. But 
more crucially, it has to fear nursing leadership's 
subst<2utive view of health care 
Nursi11,1 leaders have maintd.ined a fow profile 
in the burning issues c,,.-rently fueling the health 
c.ire deflate. Indeed, tht:y have resolutely pursued 
theil' own self-interest with a single-mindedness 
that would bring. a· blush 10 even the AMA's 
colic , ·II.! cheek. Jn every c~se. they stand for an 
extension of mPdicine's privileges (and excesses) 
to themselves and never an abolition or them. 
For ex .. mple, there are demand~ for funding but 
Continued on Page 39 
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not for regulating' nursing education, for auto-
nomy but not for accountability in delivering 
nursing care, and for more, not less barriers 
to entry into nursing. The record of nuJSing 
leaders in dealing with misconduct and incom-
petence in nursing is as lacklustre as those of 
other professions. They hpve generally ab-
dicated any leadership role in debates over health 
insurance or national health service, cost con-
tainment, or the efficacy of medical technology. 
Their response to any innovation is steadfastly 
one of analyzing all issues in terms of their own 
role and authority. To borrow from lhe 
l 960s, nursing leaders present an "echo," not 
a "choice" on the health care scene. 
In short, nursing leadership's "reforms" pro-
mise the vast majority of nurses an authori-
tarian, rigidly stratified, status-seeking vocational 
Nunln9 leaden have generally 
abdicated any leadenldp role In 
debates over health Insurance, cost 
containment or the efficacy of 
medical technology. Their response 
to any Innovation is steadfasdy one 
of analyzing all issues In terms of 
their own role and authority 
environment, while offering the public no relief 
whatever from the worst features of the American 
medical system. 
While the elite is out campaigning on its own 
behalf, the gap between leadership and rank-and· 
file widens. As far back as 1970, when the Ameri-
can Journal of Nursing completed a survey of its 
readers, a remarkable gap in attitude and politics 
between nursing's leaders and the rank-and-file was 
revealed. In the main, graduates of associate and 
diploma programs felt neglected and looked 
down upon by nursing's leadert and their bacca-
laureate-trained supporters . 
An editorial in the Jouru.il the next month 
commented upon the findings, pointing out that 
the perception of "lower echelon nurse~" thJt 
they were underrepresented in national nursing or• 
ganizations is probably true. While the editorial 
did not in any way back off from the substantive 
positions the national nursing organizations have 
taken with reference to lower echelon mt!Ulbers, 
it did confess that the positions have been carried 
out with abysmal insensitivity to others. It sug-
gested as a partial solution that.it might be more 
honest to restrict ANA membership to graduates 
with baccalaureate degrees because they wera 
the only people being represented in the organtza-
tion. Noting the competitive threat that trade 
Bank-aad•ffle 1UUNS Uft ..... lo 
improve their lot throagb wffltant 
trade anJolllsm, avoldiag , .. 
"pr-ofesdoaal" roale so voclferoaaly 
advocated by their leaden 
unions present to groups like the ANA, the editor· 
id!. in a remarkable display uf candor, admitted: 
"The gho!.1S have always been there, and indeed 
sp.irked the development of the ANA economic 
~ecunty program. But we have seen this union 
"threat" used too many times to increase dues. 
then seen the money diverted to other programs 
corncidered more essential to the professional 
ur.age." (6) 
The tenor of the 1985 Proposal and its defend-
er:; indicates that little has changed since 1970. 
R,mk-and-fiJe nurses who are not "appropriately 
educated" are seen as embarassments to the nurs-
ing profession and impediments to professional 
StJtUS. 
Tu Tl'•de Ual-llltunaltn 
Growing numbers of these "'inappropriately 
educated" rank-and-file nurses have come to 
recognize the true nature of their leadership's 
st1.1.tegy. As a result, some have begun to improve 
their lot through militant trade unionism, avoid-
ing the "professional" route so vociferously ad· 
vocated by their leaders. 
There are several advantages to this strategy. 
First, and foremost, trade unionism spea!ts to the 
needs of the vast majority of working nurses. 
Professional status, were it achievable, would·only 
serve a small minority of the 700,000 working 
nutSes. J\s Ginzberg pointed out, the realities 
arc such that "professional" wages could only 
lie achieved by a small number (he suggested 
70,000) and this means that a rigid hier-
archy would be necessary with large numbers 39 
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of nurses being thrown overboard. Such pur-
suit puts all nurses in a position of scrambling to 
be included in the handful destined for elite 
treatment. 
Furthermore, trade urwinism has resulted in 
substantive gains for many groups of workers. 
For nurses, it is a realistic means to material 
improvements in wagei, working conditions and 
job satisfaction. The trade union device enahles 
nurses seeking these objective~ to raise issues 
more directly and have them debated on their 
merits. It offers potential wage scales in line with 
workers of similar skill and responsibility Jnd, 
given a strong grievance process, some ameliora-
tion of the relations between nurses and their 
nurse-physician bosses. Some public benefit, in 
the form of improved nursing co.1re, could lie ex-
pected if this were to make rank-and-file nu,:.ing 
a more satisfying job. 
Nursing leaders have yet t<J demonstrate th,,t 
the 1985 Proposal would ar-m,illy improve p,lticnt 
care although that is ostensiblv its rnam pur-
pose. They have not shown that BSN nu1ses 
would provide superior care or that "l 'J85" 
would not impact negati~ely on the supply 01 .:usl 
of care. They have not adquately an~wered the 
charge that it would impact dil>-proportionately 
on those of minority or w01king class origin. J\11d, 
because the real goals of the 1985 Propes.ti .ue 
unmentionable, the NYSNA contmut!s to 1fis'. 
semble or evade all of these is~1.1es. 
It is interesting to note that whiie much c.f 
the attention has focused on •· 1985," nu1:.mg 
associations seem to have been of two minds 
about union activity. On the one hand, they 
share with union activists the recognition that 
the current job situation for nurses is poor ,md 
should be improved; on the other hand, they 
feel it is profession.,liZ<it:on a la Ginzben;. ,iot 
unionism, that will tronsl<1tc into improvements. 
However, the developmcut:. of recent years h.sve 
shown that rank-and-file nursing organizations 
do not share this ambiv.ilence and many t1&ve 
become involved in job actions with or with(lut 
nursing association approval and u~-ually without 
its active backing. 
In 1946 the Amf>.-ica .. M•1rses Associ.ltion in• 
itiated an Economi<' Sc, •i 1'1,l(!ram designed 
to enable state and Jocal uurses' a~l>OCiations to 
bargain for their membe1·s. Since that time, 
thei.e associations have seemed- to spearhead the 
uniouization movement. However, ·upon closer 
analysi~, theic effect seems to have largely re• 
:;trained the trade union movement, heading off 
militant jc,b actions and selling themselves to 
management as the ones who can keep the lid 
on things. Specific accounts of nursing struggles 
confirm this impression. 
An account of the Bay Area Strike of 1974 
documents the tendency of nursing associations 
to restrain leaders of job actions. Similarly, 
a fa~-cinating account of four job disputes as told 
by their participants in Nursing 77 reveals as-
sociation fears of rank-and-file movements. 
One account tells how nursing supervisors de-
cided to take charge lest the rank-and-file seize 
control. 
Association interest and supervisor paruc1pa-
tion are greatest when the struggle involves control 
of nursing (their. control of nursing) rather than 
simple job conditions and wages. Association 
leadership and supervisors frequently have a dif• 
fcrent agenda than rank and file nurses: their 
own status and power, issues hardly cen-
tr<tl to the everyday condition on the floors. 
The AJN survey mentioned earlier supports 
the' observ,1tion that nurses are beginning to recog-
nize the differential in goals among various nurs-
ing seclors. At the same time, nurses need to 
recognize th,lt a commonality of goals does exist 
with many of their fellow hospitJl workers. Thus 
while brcJking with one ally, nurses adopting 
a trade union approach pick up a more reliable, 
more viable and more powerful ally one wh..,se 
goals more closely parallel those of rank-and-
file nurse~. 
Dhtda aad Coaqaar 
Hospitals are complicated places. M,magement 
can survive best if groups "go out" one by one, be-
cause of the fungibility of their workers' skills. 
Unfortunately, nurses have historically acquiasced 
to this divide-and-conquer tactic. What forces 
an issue in a strike situation, however, is the ability 
of groups to go out at one time to shut the in-
stitution down, necessitating the transfer of pa• 
tients to other institutions. A unionized group 
would he prudent. to agree to h~lp in the trans-
fer process, but ordinarily not in maintaining 
vi¼ t'oio fY1 
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patients in "struck" institutions. This will require 
difficult decisions and must be confronted on 
an institution-by4nstitution basis to avoid loss: 
of life and undue hardship by patients. But it is 
necessary in order to deprive the institution of 
revenue in the fonn of patient days and fees. 
That is, historically, the point of all strikes. 
The new federal law authoriaing unionization in 
hP.alth facilitie$ plays upon this hi~oric separation 
among health care workers 'by specifically pro-
viding for profassionals to opt out of bargaining 
units. Given a history of. such spurious ap-
peals to their professional and special status, 
it remains to be seen whether nurses can learn 
to unite with the spectrum of health workers 
who have already chosen union status. Although 
this spectrum runs from aides to social workers, 
nurses may yet experience a strong urge to "go 
it alone." Such separation, on balance, would 
seem to be a strategic mistake. 
However, the separation of rank-and-file nurses 
from ~-upervisors is crucial. A nuri.ing supervi:.;or is 
a supervisor first and a nurse second. 
Nanbag S.U lalenst 
One com,istent theme in nursing's effons to 
improve working conditions has been to couch 
those efforts in tenns of improving nursing care. 
Virtually every strike described in the literature 
has joined professional or patient care issues with 
strike demands. In the case of proCe:;sion..u 
issues this unfortunately often involves rank-.md 
file fighting for the power prerogatives of their 
supervisors. In the case of patient care, it involves 
nurses presuming to act for others without being 
asked to do so. 
In part, this undoubtedly stems from women's 
reluctance to assert their rights, except as inci-
dental to someone else's welfaie. Compounding 
the difficulty, all professionals, having wed their 
entire lives to the myth of selfless public service, 
t;ind to contort all their rationale for action into 
some mode of selfiessness. Although unfort•mc1te, 
this tendency is understandable in light o! the 
stigma of avarice and.greed that has come to oc 
identified with doctors. It is fair to say that the 
AMA has given self-interest a b.ld name. But 
what nurses have to realize is that they b.lve little 
to fear in demanding decent wages, i.l benign work 
environment and satisfying work. In fact, there 
is likely to be much gained in doing so honestly, 
rather than hiding behind the guise of helping the 
patient or the public. 
Let me be clear. A situation that results in 
understaffing is oppremve to nursing workers 
there. It should be redressed in those terms. Poor 
wages result in poor care, but also result in poor 
life for the workers. The latter is reason enough 
to strike. 
On the other hand, nurses would do well to 
combine . with the consumer and other groupli 
t.:> affect changes in hospitals and throughout 
tne health system. Such actions are appropriate 
but do go beyond trade union issues, often in-
volving the collective self-interest of women and 
all working people in the society. It should not 
be naively assumed that the interests of nurs.:s 
as a stratum will always coincide with broader 
progressive goals. 
Coadndoa 
Trade unionism, while offering a real .ilterative 
to the 1985 strategy, is not j panacea. Discussions 
with and written accounts by nurses engaged in 
such activities reveal that these efforts carry with 
them real risks. Nurses may not alway:. be wel-
comed by other health workers in the trade un-
ions, given the unea:.-y relations of the past. Fur-
ther, some would di:;suade nurses from this route 
1, .. -cduse of the pitfalls of union organizing in 
other industries and the potential for abuse 
inherent in ,my :.elf-seeking 1,1roup activities. 
Against this set of problems. however, must 
lit! bald.need the many real gains and, for that 
matter, frequent heroism to be four.d in the 
history of trade unionism. ?.fore importantly, 
nurses now have an opp:ntunity to join with 
other workers and consumers to improve their 
c,wn lot honestly through a strategy with demon-
strable advantages and a good track recor:i. 
In doing so, the growing number of nurses 
who are choosing trade union membership will 
11,11 resolve every frustration and fonn of aliena-
lion that feeds their currently growing mili-
t.mce. Much of that frustration and .ilienation 
arises from Llie racist, sexist, and cla.ss-divid-
cd social reJations in the larger society. Over-
coming these, of course, suggests a broader po-
litical and social movement than can pro-
duced by any one ruatum of workers. The 
struggle to do 50 is also likely to tdke longer and 41 
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involve a good deal more upheav.,t than any union 
election. 
Jn tile meanwhile, though, rank-and-file nurses 
do seem to have taken up the NYSNA challc-nge 
to answer the question, "Who are the nurses? 
Who are the others?" For a growing number, 
nursing workers are "the nur:;es" and nursing 
leaders are the "other$." 
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THE NEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION 
WHO NEEDS THE 1985 PROPOSAL? EVERYONE! 
f~~:·(u~-~ 
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(A Response to Dolan, Andrew K., "The New York 
State Nurses Association 1985 Proposal: Who Needs 
It:?", Journal of Health Politics, Policy and Law, 
Vol. 2, No. 4, Winter, 1978) 
The Dolan Perspective 
in¼ in~ 
:::-Jt:· t.f.~ . . 
Mr. Dolan is a self-proclaimed critic of professionals and professional 
self-regulation. He has seized upon the 1985 Proposal as a vehicle for 
attacking credentialism and those who believe it provides public protection. 
He states: 
In an earlier day, when bigger was equated with better with 
regard to education, and when professionals were thought to be 
appropriate custodians of professional standards, such a proposal 
might have been received with deference and perhaps some enthusiasm. 
Times have changed, and lengthy formal educational requirements and 
professional control of the professions are now suspect ideas. 
The 1985 Proposal provides a convenient point of reference for 
an analysis of both ideas.I 
Mr. Dolan's article in an extraordinary confirmation of one of the basic 
tenets of the Association's 1985 Proposal: "the existence of multiple kinds 
of basic nursing education programs creates immeasurable public and pro-
fessional confusion." To support his obvious anti-education and anti-
profession biases, he indiscriminately and inappropriately uses confusion 
about nursing education and practice as a form of "evidence." His presentation 
of "evidence" or "proof" is highly colorful and flamboyant. But his arguments 
are spurious and his allegations reckless. His "proof" consists of: 
I) a superficial review of selected nursing literature; 
2) unsupported derogatory characterizations of nursing educators and 
leaders; and 
3) misinterpretation of and faulty extrapolation from nursing 
manpower and educational cost data. 
Moreover, notably absent in his analysis and resulting presentation of 
0 proof" is understanding of: 
1) the nature of nursing practice and services; 
2) the pervasive public discontent with the health care delivery system 
and emerging trends in health care delivery; and 
3) the subject of his analysis, the 1985 Proposal. 
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As a basis for "evaluating proposals for stricter requirements for 
professional licensure," Mr. Dolan identifies "three relevant issues": 
whether there is a proven connection between the proposed 
requirement and the quality of care; what the cost of the change 
would be both in terms of compliance with the new requirement 
and its impact on the supply of practitioners; and what impact 
the new requirement will have on accessibility to the profession, 
particularly the historically disadvantaged groups.2 
Yitb respect to the 1985 Proposal, the Association's analyses of these issues 
differ markedly from Mr. Dolan's. 
What Impact fr'iH th.e Proposal,. Have on the Quality of fllursing Care? 
Wholly absent from Mr. Dolan's treatment of this issue is any analysis 
of what constitutes quality nursing care and the societal context in which 
the 1985 Proposal is offered. It would appear Mr. Dolan may be living in 
isolation from the rest of society. 
There is overwhelming "evidence" that the American people are crying 
out daily against the limited quantity and quality of health care services. 
In response to this the federal government has undertaken various phases of 
investigation and implementation of a national health insurance program. 
Even cursory examination of federal initiatives reveals a host of measures 
directed at improving access to health care through non-traditional agencies 
and providers, standard and utilization review, planning systems and processes 
and cost-containment. Obviously, these reflect both discontent with the status 
quo and determination to improve the existing quantity and quality of care. 
In New York State extraordinary measures have been taken to improve access 
to and guarantee quality of health care while reducing waste, inefficiency and 
abuse in the existing system. The present administration has called for and 
exerted leadership in redirecting the very nature of the present health care 
system. 
• 
i 
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Nurses, as the largest group of health care workers in the state and 
country, constitute a major component of today's:inefficient, ineffective, 
sick-oriented health care delivery system. Therefore, they bear major 
responsibility for bringing about needed change. The 1985 Proposal is designed 
to prepare futu.Pe nurses for a future health care system. 
Mr. Dolan's analysis of the "quality issue" is confined to a gross mis-
characterization of the 1985 Proposal and conclusions based on that mischaracter-i-
zation. He asserts that a major premise of the proposal is 11 • diploma and 
associate degree nurses are ••• performing their tasks badly." He then 
reports that he finds no "evidence" to support the alleged premise. Therefore, 
he concludes,the ?roposal will not improve care and further that its grandfather 
provisions are "hypocritical. 113 
The Association has repeatedly emphasized that the proposal is not a 
denigration of existing types of nursing education programs or of the performance 
of currently licensed professional and practical nurses. Indeed, the proposal 
calls for continuing, not eliminating, associate degree programs. Further, 
the Association calls for clarifying and strengthening the curricula of l;oth 
baccalaureate and associate degree programs of the future.4 
With respect to the grandfather provisions, they are neither contradictory 
nor hypocritical. There is no basis for assuming or alleging that practical 
and professional nurses licensed prior to the effective date of the legislation 
will be incompetent. Nor is there any reason to question whether these licensees 
will take appropriate steps to maintain competence as they continue to practice. 
It is well knotffl that continuing education and/or other quality assurance 
mechanisms will assist and be utilized by all health care practitioners in 
meeting their responsibilities to clients. 
·.i.~ .•. ·.· 4~ ,,
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Thus, the 1985 Proposal does not condemn nursing education programs of 
the past. It simply recognizes that social, educational and technological 
factors must be considered in planning for health care of the future. 
Evidence that the present system cannot meet future needs is clearly 
at hand. Directors of nursing service, who bear daily responsibility for 
the organization and delivery of nursing care services, have repeatedly 
pointed out that health care facilities cannot effectively or efficiently 
utilize the disparate skills which graduates of the varying programs bring 
/ i 5,6 to employment practice sett ngs. 
" 
Indeed, it was the Specialty Group for Directors, Associates and Assistants, 
Nursing Practice and Services, which brought the 1985 Resolution to the 
Association's Voting Body in 1974.7 And, in debate on that resolution, staff 
nurses repeatedly urged establishment of a system for the future which would 
provide uniformity in pre-service preparation and equip professional nursing 
students with an academic background more comparable to that of both their 
clients and health care colleagues. 
Finally, ongoing health manpower planning efforts emphasize that nurses 
will assume great.er responsibilities in vastly more complex health care 
delivery systems. These efforts are accompanied by recommendations that 
baccalaureate education in nursing be provided to ensure adequate supplies 
of qualified practitioners.8 
fir.at Will. Be th.e Cost of the Proposal? 
In discussing the cost factor. Dolan asserts that standardizing nursing 
education in associate and baccalaureate degree programs will be unjustifiably 
costly. 
Two fundamental flaws can be noted .in Mr. Dolan's calculations and 
projections: 
-s-
I) In analyzing costs of the present system of nursing education, 
Mr. Dolan cited figures from the National Institute of Medicine study as 
"costs" rather than as "expenditures. 09 
The significance of this difference is critical in the case of diploma 
education. While diploma education coats are relatively high, e;,:penditures 
are relatively low. The dollar amount of the difference between costs and 
expenditures is paid by third-party payers (e.g., Blue Cross, Medicaid and 
Medicare) and, therefore, remains a aost to the health care delivery systea. 10 
It, however, is not an e:r:penditure for the hospital or for the individual 
student. Significantly, neither colleges nor hospitals receive third-party 
pay or reimbursement for costs associated with associate and baccalaureate 
degree education in nursing. In other words, diploma nursing education is 
costly for the health care delivery system rather than for the health educatian 
system. 
2) In estimating the cost of nursing education, given implementation of 
the 1985 Proposal, Mr. Dolan combined the numbers of diploma, associate and 
baccalaureate degree graduates and used this total figure as the projected 
number of baccalaureate degree graduates of the future. 10 Absent in these 
calculations are the number of licensed practical nurses presently being 
prepared and the number of technically prepared nurses that will be needed 
in the future. The significance of this miscalculation is obvious. Mr. Dolan 
ignores two important factors: a} the cost involved in the present system of 
practical nurse preparation; and b) the profile of the total, nursing education 
system called for by the 1985 Proposal. 
Attempts to estimate the cost impact of the ~985 Proposal by utilizing 
cost data related to the present non-system are ill-advised and doomed to 
failure. Mr. Dolan's efforts in this regard are commendable but his conclusions 
.~ ioln 
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are totally erroneous. Apparently not understanding the 1985 Proposal he 
bases hi.s cost estimates on the assumption that all licensed nursing personnel 
of the future will be prepared in baccalaureate programs. The Proposal 
cle.arly calls for the preparation of all licensed practitioners of nursing 
in either the associate o~ the baccalaureate program. 
The Association, utilizing current New York State nursing education 
enrollment and graduation data, has projected maintenance of this supply 
under the 1985 Proposal: 
TABLE 1 
Numbers of Students Graduating from Basic Nursing Education Programs 
in New York State 
Actual 1976-77 and Projected 1983-84 
Ty'{!_e of.. Pl'o{JI'am 
Yeaze Diploma Assoc. Degree Baca. Degree P.N. Total, 
No. No. No. No. No. 
1976-77 2,000 4,400 2,475 3,000 11,875 
1983-84 0 6,000 6,000 0 12,000 
TABLE 2 
Total Enrollment of Basic Nursing Students in Schools in New York State 
Actual 1976-77 and Projected 1983-84 
Type of.. '&ogpam 
Year Dipt.ana Assoc. Degree Bacc. Degree P.N. Total, 
No. No. No. ..l!2..!._ No. 
1977 4,511 10,989 13,806 6,843 36,149 
1984 0 15,000 30,500 0 · 45,500 
Projacted 1984 graduations are comparable to the present number. Projected 
1984 enrollment provides for an approximate increase of 26%. Probable 
attrition was considered iu deriving enrollment estimates. 
.. ;: -7-
Mr. Dolan's various cost estimates of implement:ation of the 1985 
Proposal on a nationwide basis predict increases ranging from 39.5 percent 
to 88.8 percent.12 Using actual 1977 and projected 1984 New York State 
graduations, its own estimate of the cost: of practical nursing education and 
Institute of Medicine cost estimates of diploma, associate and baccalaureate 
education, the Association calculates a possible cost increase of approximately 
14.8%. The basis for this calculation is: 
Estimated Cost, 1977 New York State Nursing Graduations, 
Per Existing System 
Type of f>:r.iogPam 
Diploma 
Associate Degree 
Baccalaureate 
Practical Nursing 
TOTAL: 
GPa.duates 
2,000 
4,400 
2,475 
3 2000 
11,875 
Cost Per Graduate Total 
$19,806,000 $9,903 
3,330 
10,016 
3,,500 
24,789,600 
10,500,000 
TOTAL: $69,747,600 
Estimated Cost, 1977 New York State Nursing Graduations 
Per Proposed 1985 System 
Type of I'Po{JI'(11fl Graduates Cost Per G'Paduate Total 
Associate Degree 6,000 $3,330 $19,980,000 
Baccalaureate 61000 10,016 602096 2000 
Degree 
TOTAL: 12,000 TOTAL: $80,.076,.000 
In evaluating the increased cost per the Proposed 1985 System, it is 
important to note the number of graduates is also increased by 125. 
The Association emphasizes that projected costs and comparisons of these 
with current costs are likely to overlook a number of important cost-saving 
and cost-effective variables. Projected future costs, given implementation 
_f~¼.t~iD 
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of the 1985 Proposal., cannot accurately estimate savings which will be realized 
in eliminating the need to maintain nursing education programs in hospitals, 
high schools and vocational schools where sharing resources (e.g., faculty, 
library, science laboratories} with other educational programs is non-existent. 
Nor will such projections accurately reflect the savings, to individuals and 
agencies, of monies previously used to enable practical nurses and diploma 
school graduates to earn academic degrees. Finally, such projections do not 
include the cost-effectiveness to be realized in orientation, inservice 
education and staff development programs when nursing employees are drawn from 
more clearly defined nursing education programs. 
In addition to the foregoing, relevant available data show: 
I. The annual cost of nursing education per student is highest in 
diploma schools and lowest in associate degree programs with 
baccalaureate nursing education ranking in the middle. In spite 
of methodological difficulties repeated studies have demonstrated 
this to be the case.13,14 
2. Median annual salaries of full-time RN teachers in the three RN 
programs in Nev York State in 1976 were: $13,323 in baccalaureate 
degree programs; $13,068 in hospital diploma programs, and $15,398 
in associate degree programs.15 
3. Median annual tuition for nursing students in the three RN programs 
in Nev York State in 1977 were: $2,500 in baccalaureate degree 
programs; $1,000 in hospital diploma programs; and $839 in 
associate degree programs. 16 The comparatively high baccalaureate 
degree median reflects the comparatively high reliance of 
baccalaureate degree nursing educ3tion in New York State on the 
independent sector of education. Median annual tuition for 
students in NewYcrk State PN programs reported by NLN for 1976-77 
was $897 in 35 publicly supported schools and $892 in 13 privately 
supported schools. T"nese medians are higher than those reported 
for the U.S. as a whole in both public and private sectors.17 
4. State expenditure for nursing education has been shown to be minimal 
in comparison to state expenditure for health manpower training 
programs in general and to other programs individually.18 
The Association views nursing education as a very sound investment for 
COllmmitie&. families and individuals. It provides: communities with a 
needed health care worker able to meet an enormous range of human needs related 
.. i ,. 
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to health and illness, a knowledgeable resource person and a taxpayer; 
immediate families with a knowledgeable resource person, a breadwinner, and 
the security thus implied; and the nursing graduate with marketable skills, 
knowledge and ability in human relationships and a foundation for a life-long 
process of social-self-actualization. 
Few educational enterprises can claim a return on investment equal to 
that of nursing education. 
Accessibility to the Profession 
With a mere eighty seven words-"this issue can be dealt with more 
swiftly than the others"--Mr. Dolan contends that the 1985 Proposal will result 
in "the usual ethnic and class distortions to limit RN licensure to a mostly 
upper-middle class, white population." Once again, Mr. Dolan demonstrates a 
gross lack of knowledge of the subject he su.pposedly is analyzing, and once 
again he reveals his anti-education, anti-credentials bias. 
The present system of nursing education reeks with discrimination. It 
was conceived for the poor and disadvantaged as a way of preparing cheap 
workers for the growing hospital industry. It is a system that counsels students 
into programs which meet their economic and social needs rather than their 
intellectual and career goals. Both the "access" and ''mobility" characteristics 
of the present system are more illusory than real. Indeed, many aspects of 
the present system could be described as "ghetto education." Tbe real remedy 
lies in recognizing the educational opportunities for the disadvantaged should 
be equal in quality to those available to the advantaged-and that public funds 
should insure such equality. 
With respect to access to professional nursing pre-service programs, the 
vast majority of diploma school students meet eligibility requirements for 
associate and baccalaureate degree programs and would meet no admission 
~¼.tofu, .. 
:;;~~l~jfif 
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problems in these programs. Furthermore, "access" through the diploma 
school route bas already been eliminated in many states and will eventually 
be eliminated in all by withdrawal of third-party reimbursement financing 
of these programs. 
With respect to practical nursing, evidence indicates that most practical 
nursing students would be eligible for and admitted to associate and baccalaureate 
degree programs. A 1975 comparative study of students in practical nursing 
and associate degree programs revealed no diff@enaes in" ••• age groupings, 
sex, selected ethnic groupings, marital status, having dependents, reasons 
for continuing education, family income levels, and family's and student's 
. i 1 i . 1119 socioeconom cc ass pos tions. 
Graduates of both practical nursing and hospital diploma programs are 
il!lpeded in further educational pursuits because practical nursing and diploma 
school requirements are not transferable to institutions within the mainstream 
of higher education. In New York State a large number of practical nursing 
programs are integrated into high school p~ograms. Graduates of these 
programs are the most restricted of all since their high school preparation 
does not provide them with the standard knowledge base needed for connnunity 
college study. Employment trends also depict problems for these two groups. 
~1hile unemployment among professional nurses has not been of major proportions, 
with respect to new licensees, employers are demonstrating preferences for 
baccalaureate prepared staff nurses. 20 And in New York State practical nurses 
are already experiencing unacceptable unemployment levels. 21 The 1985 Proposal 
calls for deliberate and orderly phasing out of these two types of programs 
to prevent any more young people from experiencing the inevitable educational 
and career limitations they will surely impose. 
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Relative to overall minority enrollment in nursing education programs,, 
L : ... ;.: Y,l? 
in 1975 the percentage of black students admitted to associate degree-and 
<; baccalaureate degree programs was j percent, as compared with 17 percent 
for those in practical nurse programs. Also in 1975. the percentage of 
Hispanic students admitted to associate degree and baccalaureate degree 
programs was also equal--6 percent--with a 10 percent rate in practical 
nursing programs. Obviously, much energy and resources should be directed 
to increasing minority enrollment but at the present time minority adn:i.ssions 
appear rather evenly distributed among these three types of nursing education 
programs. 22 
CONCLUSION 
The Nature and Th:t>ust of the FPoposaZ 
The "1985 Proposal" is a legislative measure fomulated by and introduced 
at the request of the New York State Nurses Association. It is designed to 
elevate, standardize and clarify educational requirements for nursing licensure. 
Presently, New York State Education law provides for licensing registered 
professional nurses and licensed practical nurses. Four different types of 
nursing education programs prepare for registered professional nurse licensure: 
hospital diploma programs; associate degree programs based largely in junior 
and community colleges with some in hospitals; baccalaureate degree programs 
in colleges and universities; and, master's degree programs also based in 
universities. These programs range in length from 18 to 36 and occasionally 
45 months or 2-5 academic years. 
Practical nurse programs, sponsored by high schools, vocational schools, 
technical schools, hospitals as well as two-and four-year colleges, prepare 
for practical nurse licensure. These programs range in length from 10 to 25 
months. In addition, entrance to practical nurse licensure is available through 
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any of five "equivalent" routes, none of which include completion of a 
practical nursing education program. 
The 1985 Proposal would maintain the present pattem of tu)o licensed 
nursiDg careers, but would standardize entry requirements by mandating the 
baccalaureate degree for professional nursing licensure and the associate 
degree for associate nursing licensure.23 The rationale for the proposal is: 
1. thebreadth,depth and complexity of professional nursing practice 
require. minimally, baccalaureate preparation; 
2. the nature of supportive nursing services require a blend of 
technical-academic preparation offered in associate degree 
programs; 
3. the existence of multiple types of nursing education programs~ 
multiple levels of entry and grossly undifferentiated functions 
is not only confusing but inordinately costly--to the public, 
nurses themselves and the health care delivery system. 
4. transition from the present chaotic non-system to a rational 
and orderly system must provide protection for the public as 
well as licensed professional and practical nurses.24 
The Association, sponsors of the legislation and proponents within and 
outside the nursing community are convinced that the proposal will markedly 
strengthen nursing education in the future and protect the public interest 
by insuring an adequate supply of qualified nursing personnel. 
Frankly, the 1985 Proposal is rather modest. It merely insures that 
nurses-whose licensure responsibilities are substantial and significant--
vil.1 have access to those educational mechanisms and opportunities generally 
available to the vast majority of society. Clearly, the collective·contri-
butiou of nursing to the betterment of society will be enhanced by such 
opportunity. 
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NATION.AL BLACK NURSES' .ASSOCIATION, INC. 
EDUCATIONAL PHILOSOPHY 
Adopted at 9th National Institute and Conference 
.August, 1981 
The National Black Nurses' Association supports excellence in nurs-
ing education. 
We believe that advanced educational preparation for Black Nurses 
is necessary for the improvement of the health care delivery to Black 
clients. Therefore all consumers have a right to health care. The in-
dividuals providing care to patients must be able to assess their 
physical, mental, social needs, and to deliver health services 
necessary to promote a state of well being. 
We further believe that decisions made by Black nurses must reflect 
nursing concepts, nursing principles and nursing standards derived 
from the bio-physical and social sciences. From this knowledge base 
the Black nurse will be able to plan and implement relevant care 
as well as devise strategies for movement of himself or herself and 
the patient through the health care delivery system. 
We believe that the Black nurse's ability to test alternatives from a 
body of knowledge lends strength to the application of research 
findings for the improvement of patient outcome. 
We further believe that research findings should be utilized to sup-
port strategies for health care needs, assess the effectiveness of nur-
sing techniques as well as identify the need for existing and new 
programs for health services. 
We believe that health care must be relevant to the needs of Black 
patients and that the development of Black Nurse Leaders, resear-
chers and educators mandate excellence in education. 
We, therefore, support and are strong advocates of higher educa-
tion for all Black nurses. 
£"¼ 1-1ro 
INTERPRETIVE STATEMENT ON 
NLN POSITION IN SUPPORT 
OF TWO LEVELS OF NURSING PRACTICE 
A Statement ApproVed by the Board of Directors 
National LNgUe far Nursing 
February 1986 
This statement was developed by the NLN Educational and Service Council Ch~~ and 
Vice Chairs and Forum and Assembly Chairs to provide clarification of the NLN positJon on 
two levels of practice. professional and associate. 
In October 1985, the NLN Board of Directors approved the following motion: 
"NLN supports two levels of nursing practice. professional and associate. Further. NLN 
supports the councils working closely with ANA cabinets to help define the scope and 
practice of nurses within these levels.·· 
This position represents a statement of a future goal to be achieved by the membership 
and the profession. 
Accordingly, the intent of this interpretive statement _is to~ forth the general principles 
reflecting the values. priorities, and strategies of NLN in working toward the achievement 
at this goal. 
GENERAL PRINCIPLES 
• NLN supports the concept of redefined levels of nursing practice. pro-
fessional and associate. with licensure yet to be stipulated. and a scope 
of practice for each yet to be established. The professional scope ot 
practice will be greater than the current registered nurse le~el: the 
associate scope of practice will be no less than the level required for 
current graduates of the associate degree program. 
• The domain and scope of practice for prote$ional and associate nurs-
ing will evolve from continuing assessments of societal neec1S tor health 
care services. and from existing and emerging studies ct current prac-
tice parameters.1 
• NLN supports a nursing education system that is responsive to 
demands for nursing personnel. 
• NLN will continue to support the universe of nursing education in cany-
ing out its quality assurance program through such mechanisms as 
accreditation and peer review. 
• NLN wm provide leadership within nursing education for remapping 
the education system in order to establish a foundation for successful 
transition to a two-level structure. 
(continued) 
, For example. the Study of Nursng Practice, Job AnaJ'fSIS. and ROie Deilneal1on of Entry Level PertonnallCe of 
Reg,steted NUISB$. Nalional Council of Stare Boards of Nursng; as well as Nalional ConuniSsOn on NLIISlnQ tmcle-
mentallOn Pro,ect data 
.';;:_•:.~.,.,;m,N,1t;l'/;;;•~t..:i~,,'.·-~;\·:;h:'••::•t'~:-;:_i•\!;•ci1••~i'>'i':,•·,,,,,;,,,\\•,~,.,c.,;,,;;:c;-':: ,,,, •,.i 'C • • '. ,: '; : i ',' . • . ' ' • ' '. . ' • ; 
; '. O(tir.!~,'~" 7:~1,i,::~~~1~~f rtt!11~,,r ,,::~~!tt-~~~~e!~.~~~~ ":I:~~.: 
· .1 · · / ,_:· · · (. · i4011t. the iUlt• Jan. •~. Upon ~,;(J~.\- :._, $tudentt id~ltted •lo approved • These •~ the unly t1pe1 of pro•· 
.' .. ·. · -t· ·.. .. c11tlo1tMarchJ •~ the Nt;1rth ~•lt~fi1':: fr~ir•~•- 1hb~ld~ h1,e reaaon•ble:·. gr11mub1t wlll ~e •PP~Yed under. 
ta Admlnlstrd'tlve Codt,: ,thts tulia t 1•uurance th'at the cutrlculum hH .the re,laed rules. : · 
· ,_. · · · .will have the effect of liiw.'. . .. _:- b~en approved· t,y the board •nd I We ~re •w•r~ that otfaer typea of 
· ,1, , :rhe standardization of nursing·,. thal ·completlod of the a,rogram wlll ' pro1ram1 wlll continue to be of• · 
, educatlon_program1 ind the setting, enable the' atudtnt to become a . ~red In other 1t1tei ilnd that 10me 
of criteria for per~od1 dealrhlA to be:. · tin\lldate fcJr thd. Ucensln11 examl• . graduates of those. programi ma, 
licensed have been malor .iunctlont. . nation. · ·. · · .. · wish to practlt:e In North D•kota, 
of b91(d1 o~ nu,slng since n~rsln~: : · In order-to ~~ngefur'aln}.edu- The c:rltlc•~ .factor In ·de~ermtntng 
regulatory tioarda ~ere-formed in _:-. 'tatlon requhemtJtt , . the oud ellglblllty .to sit fdr the llcenau~e 
, . the eirly .Jeara of thla. century. , , neetl~ to glve r~Hon,bl~ 198 ranee uaml'!•tlon-ln North Pakota or to. 
, . . . Board• hne revbed, upgraded tlld .. · riot only that-.currently enrc\lled .be llcenaed. by e_ttdorsemint (If the .. 
c~anged entry tequlremen!I_ pell•.:·. ·•~dents ~Ill be ·•ble· ~o complete·. penon alrcady . .holds • b'unlng II•· 
•. . • . . . oclldlly as clianges hav~occurred: ··tile· curtlouliim .. bui alac>' thit •t :c~nae) wUI be .the date of enrolJ..-
.- · · _ . ; :.. ·. · . IQ the.pra_ctlce qf ':''fllng.and.~n·I,.:'.: •q~e, a,o1·n(no ~ew studenta c:ou~d ment•'and clt~s attendance In i' · 
8 K M d 1 .td ~I, a.Ji , educ1tlon•hten11, . ,, .... fie admitted unlets tht ptd&r•rri had nurslq-educ•tlofl program. • 
.. 1 •;::cuti:e ':1rec'tor · !)ne change ltnpleineri_ted In the· ;' .. begus\ lmplenie~tlni or plannlng to . ~uc\imta e~r~lle~ In voc1tlon1I 
·NorthDakotaBoardofN11taln1 late 40s and earlr 50i teJUlred th-,.·;: meet the new i~«Jlilrlnlentl. · · P.raotlc1! n~ne progran\a, ADN-RN 
. . , .. · ,_,... paychlatrlc,h~nh'IJbe •ilded t~.~•_ .. ,.: -~ Tliere .aie a,rte'-tonl rien'ti ·0t pros~ma ~r dl_ploma progr1m1 and. 
. North Dakota • Board of Nunlng RN curriculum. Thia change wai •, ,•1· 'ti , • • 1 · • ci d ltii-l i) 1- . .. · · . attending claaaes prior. to fan, I · 
hall adopted• revlslon·of admlnla- .' reapunse:to the cl~telopmeo(9,-. •;t_t erev.s~ • m ,·. ru ~•· ··'. 1987 wUl·he ellglble upon gradua:, 
tratlve rules requiring that ~nlng · new knowledge In l!IJchlatrlc c'it" ;1. '. '. • :·1• "!' cur_re~e-~.~r~fni iducddon. lion t!>'•U fat the llcensure ,~xamt--_ 
education programs opera tint alter and tht belief ~h•t nu~ae• netded to;, .. : ~•~. -tbeae. ·i~pialn In ~~ec.t nation ot for llcensure•by endorse. 
Jan. I, 1987, offer II curriculum Ul\dentand thl1 knowledge to tnett . 'J~rit1 • •th~~nt, •.~mlUed to pt~- · ment In Norih Dakotj, . . 
leading to an assoelate. degree, fl:)r the needil of their patients .. · · '. i > .P~l\l• .•PProt~d ;U~der. t~ese. rules. · .. Studentl·who enroll· and attend 
. practical nurses and to. a ba~alau- .. ; . Al,~ough ,It wii i\Dt a'dopt~il' ·•t.::· ·~•e.co~plet~~ .... P~~r~(Drl. . . . cl11aae, 11ftet ·Jan. I,, 1981 In VOCi• 
reate degree for registered nu~t• .. '·-~lie Hn'ltl time 11.j'~,~~ ~~te, •~cl~~-· ;;: .. 1!,Ruli,. gq,lrito e~9.t.upon,._ tlo~•• practlcal -nuree prdsi'ame; 
As the Hrat state to adopt the•~ . 11.pn .,.of piythiatri~ nunlnt 1n,tficf .. _\1'ubllcatfo~:b1.~~- tfo~li: Da~o~. ADN-~r•dlplonlil proirama will "ot. 
long-dlscus~ed requlrtments, ... we_ . RN currlcuJum illd ~f~li~ad,:~~~.::··:~::f.e~,l4Mre1~~••--rbese_conr • be e~IJlble for llcen&ure In Ndrth .. , fhtd that people wantto k~ow ~qw .. colbe a req~lt,ement thro~ghoµt =-~'~)~n,altlo~a :t>e~•~ .'.'li:e11 •~~grams . bakota. North Da~of:1 does not,. 
the n~w rul~s wlll work and W,.at ( the n~tlon. Cona14er1tlon oC -~&II::,, i-:--~ ·to. presept ·.:tl\!iJll' plans ~o the permit .eqbJ.vaiency preparation .• 
. they would mean to 6urse f~~m · example give~ us in hlst(!rlc•l pei'• . .' .' .J~oard~ . · .• : . :, · .. ·. . . · . . , • . . Candida tea for llcenaµre ~uat g~ad•. 
anoth~r state who d9clde1 to pr1c• spectlve on huw aitch· chahJet: · · : • Rule, with an:.JmP,teme)Jtddon• uate from .practlc•I nune or regf11, 
tlce ln North Pakotil. · . • occur. · ·. , ·· : .. ··' ,,.•dat, of .Jan.-,f,·,1981--:-T.hese ·rules, tered ~-nui~e progiani1 approvable ,.., 
Th~ boa_td app_roved ,tho , rt_ile~ . . North Dakotj'a~. Nurse. trac,lC:es; ::. ··.· cpn,taln r.cqltlremc.nr,. tc(bt,.me~. f(U' .WJdei, Nor.th-Dakota. rule.a, Ctadu-: . 
Nov. 22 after recelvl~g cbmmetl~ ~ct pi'oblblu the otter•tl~~ :nt H~~r'.. :: , -~~n~nlied•· board: ·p~~•I.-~U~der ates of· ADN program, !"lll. ~ot bt• 
from nurse~ at a 11erles .of J,eirlnp .Ing progtams.·that dr~ nqt app~ved t::·~eae rules,, prc,g~pt~. a,uat J>e !'f• eUglble for ,llcensur~ 11 practical,. 
ln. nine cities during October .. Th~ · by ~he Boar,d· df Nur11li1J. · A·· ~a,t • : . fered IIJ •n-_:lbst{tlltlon of -~lglier ._ nurses because the ~DN currlcu- · · 
.attorney general then revlt:wed the dldate's ellglblllty· to sit· fof tht! . · education,. pnctlcal.. nunlns pro- lum ls for registered nune prepira-
~les and apfroved thein "as ·to· llcensurt! examl~titlon Is lllchleve~ . grtma must leid ·to an 111sotl1te : tlon': . . .· · · . . 
their legality.' . · . . through gr~duatlon from an iP- degree, an~ teglstered nurse pro, Continued on f'dii to 
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North. Dakota APopf~ :Ryles;;r-ijJN~s~f!c~QiQ.f ~liiV)~ .. · · . J!l · 
tlce Act giv,~s lhe lln.1rd of Ex,~~->.\~:.' !n the :~ol;JiJ~g ~year,. Hol~grerf':~~~~~t~d' t~i.MSN~'ibowed)hat 8'1,:T,.;,.; .... A~ MNA committee ciinenily Ja .. 
. lnera the power to seutand~1~• fot.;~ft~ld;-,lNA pt~~f~:~ee.t With l..eal••~!·-li•~i!,~t~f~ef.Nhnd Ll'Nil«th(1{W~tlchag. 9n ppec;iflc langu:age ·_for 
nuralng education, but 11ny· tUlee,1:' ,11tors; nbtahig ·~~ucitors, rluralri&'•'rttate• ·•'re aware of" tile prot,,oaecl .. ·· the bill;- Mu~ger rtspnrted, •n~ 
and regulatlona promulgated by the •' organizations and other groups to · ch.angcs ln cdu~~tlonal rcqulr!• , . , other efforts ~r.c under way t~ edu-
-~oard lnust be approved by the full garner support 1md to negotiate dlf~ · mcntl, .•nd a knaJ•oritJ, ftvor die .i_(c11te: nurses and the public about 
leglslat.ure: · . . ferencesoverthe proposal.INA also :.c~•nges. . · . ·· . · the propoaedchangcp: In UUfVcyof 
The llllnoiaNurse11Assoclatl~n I•,. pl11ns to Increase. itA 1eglsfatlve ac~ ~•We're feeling p'retty po1ltlve· • the state's RNs 11nd LPNs conduct• 
seeking legislative acti~n to amend ' tlvlty and get nurses Involved in ·that lt will pan," said . .. · _cd l~st year.for MNA, more th.an 55 
that atate'a Nursing Practice Act to. this year's elections, she sald. · • · ·,"We.have to work In the. coming , percent of the respondentt a~td 
limit RN licensure to profe11lonal : The Maine Legi1latur~ will act· .. ·~ontba at educating ooth (egia(1-: . they favored t~e p.-opo~I. · · 
nurses holdh]g a BSN degree and to . , this year on proposc;,d re\'isions to· . t9ta ah~ the rank and file nurses, . . If apptoved by the 19~7 Montana· 
establiah a second level for auo- t~e Nuraln1 Practice Act,. which buf the outlook la good.",. -.. -Legislature, the new nursing educa-
1=iate nurses prepared in two.year . include new education~l require- :, •,. ~SN~ is conductihg pubUc tton requlrehients w.ould go Into 
programs. . , 'inentsfortwole~elsofnursing. The .. fQrurn~ thr~ug~o~t the· ~~•te. · ·effect\n 1~1. · . · ' 
INA members voted· in No- revise~ law, if approved, would.re• :thr9ugli .FetiJ 13 to lnfol'm ·nunea A bill baa been submitted once 
vember to ~ek leglslatlve action In, .quire thaat muses seeklng·Uccnsu~.' .: a\K,ut.the' proposed revt,lona to the ·again to the New York Sute tegis-
198!, wit~ full implementation of aa reglstere~ nurses ho1d at least• ... ~ursing Ptacti~e· Act.· . ; :: ,_ lit1u·e to ·require th~t future regia• 
. the proposal by 1995. The proposal baccalaureate degree, while nuiaea .- : ·flie ~ontana NtJraea. AlfOCl•• tercd nunea hi>ld the baccalaureate 
. calla for RN• to be grandfathered s.eektng Ut:eniure as licensed pr¥tt; '.:-!· tlon plaqa to sponsor • bill I~ 1987, , 1 degree and to establlah a second· 
lnto the profeaalonal• category, 1 cal nur,ca mu11t have c~mpl~ted a~ ·fr,tl•_t would require tht b4¢cilau~i . categbry of auoclate nurse, which 
while LPNs who have paued ~n aum:iate degree program.. . · : .••. ,.te dqree for llcen,ure. •~ • reglt-. . will require graduation from an > 
. approved pharmacology ~ourse · The educatlonal .requirements,·· .. ; tered nilne and the .anocNte. de- l880Clite degree program . · · 
would be_ grandfathered Into, the . would be waived' for all currently_,;~,·,1re~ lot Ucen~ure, I Ucen,ed' .. The blif'would grandfather all. 
techn'lcal category, . _ •licensed RNs and LPNs. . . . ·=•.practical nune. . .. , .-. • ..•. · ·. . . currently licensed P.Ns into the RN •. 
. . The INA ptopoul was developed · . Other propose~ ~banges -'.~ /( •M•ey .Munger1 RN, .toordl'!~tor. . category, while currendy licensed· 
after an extensive aeries of hearinp... NunlGg Practice Act include.• ne~ ... for the MNA · entff' project, uld. 1 LPNs would ·be grapdfatbered Into . 
across the state wlth RNa, LPNs, definition of nursing and· new·e~· ·' .MNA orl3lnally .ha~ consl~ll!!red · the.associate nnr&e category · . · ·· 
nunln1 educaton and other n1:1n• . • qulre~ents for. member• .of. th~ /.working with the Bo~rd oHil~n~ ,· M ,:-nu di · f th · . 
ing groups. · . . Board of-Nursing. • • · 1 .;. · ·, to• lniplement the deatre• changes anet anc~, l'\l,, rector O e . 
"The timing is right for this to_,.. Nancy Cha~dl~r, RN, executtv,~ ·~ 1· '!ri li-µnlng educatio1(requfre_menti/' New York Sta~ Nu~s Association · . 
happ,:n,'t said Cathy Holmgren,· ·· .director,of the Maine State Nunea' ··'·'. .~'Last )":ar, howe~,)' il1' opposl•:.' ._leglsL&tive program, said the H~er_ 
RN, INA's. associate administrator · . Association, ·sal~ th1 House· 8µsl• : rttan group µitroduct;d )t!gijlatlon ··. EducatlOl\•Committee was exeect-
for membership services.' "We're . ness and Commerce ComDilttee la: .. ae!klng-tolimittheautborityof tbc· td to vote on the. blllin_January. 
building momentum." . .' · ·exp~cted to vote_'on the revlaed·act: i ·Boaid·ofNuriing,'!ihtuid. "Wh!:n. Last year the committee v~te_d 8-7. 
· She said major opponents .to· '· sometime this spring, ifterwhich it ~-: tb•t ~ffort.failed, tJie· grriup·asked . to ltQld_ the.:bW. The chaiima11 of 
INA's proposal are assoc:iate degree. will go to- the full Legislature for'·~=:,tlit ·attollley general co·. i1SUe ·•n --_that· commi~e :i• opposed. to th~ . 
eslucators. . approval. - ·. · · .. · ·. opinlo~ on wliether the bqard his bill, Mance sald. . .. _ 
'!The nurses themselves seem to ..... ":Right now, we're working on' ·tht! tuthority'to ~qulte nunea.ta' ''Rigbtno:w,we'retrying.tQ~wirig · -~ 
!ealize and accept ~hat' this ls com:· . gettln~. bipanisan support... for ~e ·• hp!~ .•. s~ciftc ~egr,ee for'•1n,~at· '. _the .~otes to g~t lt ou~ of co~mit-
-~ng,'~.Holmgren said. "Conditions· : . blll •~· Chandler said. ~•we. have .· · llcensure. He ruled. that the'board tee, she.said. Uwe manage that, it. 
in the job ·market are deman'.,Jlng . · abq~t 500. nu_rses signed. up as lob-.';.; does •ot ·~ave that auihori_ty.. . · . . . will be the coup of a Ufe\ime." • 
· better educated, better prepared byi11ts.''. . · · ; . . • .. ''That. pve MNA • clear dlrec:.- · · -NYSt,JA· 'haa nubmltted legiala: .. 
. nurses. I.think these changes ~ould· Major· opposition to the qilt .. ·. tion !' 11lie• ~id. "Wei had to seek· · .. tioll to ilpgradl! educationil re~-
come about even lf we stood back comes from associate degree educa~ · .. imJji~menta_tion 'of ·the. changes quirementa for ~1~ofel'sional nurses· 
a~d_ did.J1othing." tors, she said. A recent s,uvey con~ through th~ legislative route.'• every ye11r ·sine'! 197Q. · 
•~:•tt~,!;~~~1•~0~,-·-~w":1~.-:~,~'~?;V ~'";";; ... :.~.~•~"f•~~.r:.1~r--::r_~"..,:>J,>;'_a"'.l~::';'. ~:~~.'.-,~_ ,, .. ,. ·,-:-- ,,, ,-:_-: "-
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· : By Terry ~.Seiby . . ~itle" ~ro14ghoutthe ,tate: . time ,bel~g. A fUle-making· review 
• · North Dakota has become the The Notth Pakota State Nurses committee of the ,Legislature, meet-
ftnt state In the n•tlon to make ~e AS80i:lation (NDSNA)' has led the Ing in the interim· session, voted 
baccalaureate· the ~ducidpnal re-· efJo~ hi 1i~pport of the new rules. Jan. 7 against regulations proposed 
quiremi:nt for new regiat~red Th~ a884;M:Jation. ~dopt~d a resolu-, by the West Virginia Board of Ex-
nurae1. The 1'1o~Dakota BQaJd of • tiQn in 1980 ¢Alling for· the BSN a, ao;iiners for Registered Pfofessional 
Nuraloi voted' Jan .. 16 to' •--opt i · , tbe · e'4~catiQnal requirem~nt foi Nurses. . . · · . 
rev~lon of ~lea govellling nursing tuture o.unea entering the profes- Tile regulations set a 1992 dead-
cdpcation progra~. It ha( given . sf on. In 1983, NDSN~ D14de imple- line for the new edu~ation require• 
· 'preliminary appl'ovil to th~ ·revi• Dientation of that r~solutlon ite.top m~t. , , 
'. sion ·Nov. 11 .. ,.,., ·. . .. . . piiorft;.. . .. . . , · · . ·. . ;. . . "OUr hope wis that the rule-
,, · The _new· rules require 'in~niog . · NDSNA.llaa act up a ·com~itt~e · 1114king committee would vote to 
·/. education progr,m to:offer a ·cur- . to dey~IQp·~ope_of _practice state- ·tefer the issu~ to a study commit-
. ":• rlculum leading io ~e ~N for RN "· · ments_ (o~· two _le_vela of nur_s~. . . · ~/' saJd · Mary Angel,· -~xecut~ve 
_ ·. 1-cepstJ_re •nd the al8'()Ciate _ . · E.ffo,;~\ ,sµppon of-~~ bac;ca- . director of. the West Vbginia . -
; :; gree (or LPN licensure. The rules do laur~te ~on~nue tp JJ10Ve ahead in · Nurses ~iation. ''Wt lost that 
0i · . .n\)t. atfe~t l_icensure, only require• . o~er Ue AinerfC4J1 ·Nurse . motion by~ vote of 7:5," · , 
.i . men~ fgr approv41 c;,f .nuidng ~du-. talke.d' wi~ i1ii"5es in West Virglri- Garnette Thome, executwe sec-
.,. -~tion programs. {~e,cditori~l oil ia, !Ul,ic,1-~ Ma.i.JJe, ~oiltana and . · retary · to the Boaud of ·Examiners,· 
. · · ~ge 4.) , · . . · New Yo~k,Jlve states whe.re state · sat~ the committee recommended 
.'•, ,' • The changes·, iltipu'late . that 8$SOCfationa· have, taken actions in that the reguliitiQ1ns not be 'passed 
. ·: scb'ools cannot adqiit new.'sfudents ~e~ent mo~~ ihn~d at m,e· _a~op-, . ·.. because.· they :.were "~or public I 
·after Jan. I, 198~·unlesa the Board tion of .. the baccal'aureate·,4s ~e policy." Committee members· did 
, ofNursinghas"ij,~roved theirpbos :'· educat~onal. ,equ;.ie~nt Jo~ re~iia . _not e~plaln; ?r, elaborat~ on,tha~ 
for compliance·.- . , · . · · ~red nu~. The ,tate·associations · . · phr'as~, ·sh~/sat~. · ·. 
·Intaking this ·action,·N~rth Da-· .·1n Notth.--Uakota~ Dllnoia, •"14in~. . The coinmittee•o· .recommenda-
••.·. · kot:4l be~omea the first state·to staq- .. · iu~d M~iitana have received grants . tic;n now goe~ to' the ,full Legisli-
'./ dardize 'ed!Jca~ional requl~ements. . fro~·~~ to s-qppo,:t their efforts · ture, which will: P.fobably send the 
.for· nursing practice ... : · ·: · · · · · • , to implement ANA's· position on . __proposed regulati~n~ to another 
. · ··The revised rut~, drawn hp by a education.:,:.. . : ·· . committee w~ere t,ie issue will die, 
ZS..mem~r ~ommittee appointed . ·Legislatio11 to make the BSN the , Thome predicted.-. 
~Y the Boa.rd of Nursing, wer¢ sup- . s~n4ard for lll'f ~censure in West. · · The West Virgi~ia Nuising Prac-
ported at a seiies of nine· he~~~gs in : Virginia• appcais to be dead for the · Continued on page 16 
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